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Abstract.
In this paper a series of new medical applications for specific behaviour of shape memory alloys is presented.
Several properties are well known, like the superelasticity and the shape memory effect, but there are some other interesting features that are used very scarcely.
Examples are given of the use of the extraordinary shapeability of the martensitic material, in some cases in combination with high tensile strength, which makes memory metal a very special engineering material.
For applications of superelasticity a new alloy was found, that exhibits improved stiffness and an upper plateau stress as high as 1000 MPa.
Single crystals show perfect constant plateau stresses, which give a well defined force in medical tools.
Examples are given of instruments and medical implants using memory metals for functions as distraction, adjustability for customization, measuring, steerability and locking/unlocking of devices.

1. SMARTINI-ORTHODONTIC RETAINER WIRE

SMARTINI stands for Smart MARtensitic TINI-wire which can be used to stabilize the dentition after active orthodontic treatment.

The material property that is used here is the extremely easy (up to 7% strain) deformation in the martensitic state. Only about 200 MPa is required to reach this 7% strain.

Therefore it becomes very easy to bend the wire to the lingual surfaces of dentition accurately. This not only adds to the speed of the operation but also results in more reliable bonding of the retainer, because of its superior adaptation to the dentition. This is combined with the relatively high stiffness and tensile strength when the material is deformed above this 7% strain. The maximum stress is higher than 1200 MPa.

Memory metal combines two properties which appear to be possible only for two different metals: it is extremely deformable and very strong.

2. DISTRACTION OSTEOGENESIS DEVICE

Distraction osteogenesis is a well established therapeutic approach, used to lengthen bones. This is accomplished by slicing the bone into two fragments and applying forces between these parts after a latency period of 7-10 days. Bone is distracted at the rate of 1 mm per day. Present devices are cumbersome and do not allow for precise activation. Therefore a shape memory based device has been designed to overcome these difficulties.

A memory metal wire is used in combination with a double ratcheting device to work as a remote controlled step-motor for the distraction of bone or soft tissue. The memory metal wire acts against a biasing spring, which resets the wire after a heating cycle. During contraction by electrical heat the wire...
moves a ratcheting pawl to a next position along a toothed rack. When the wire cools down below the transformation temperature range, it becomes soft and the bias spring strains the wire again. At this moment the second pawl on the other end of the wire moves along the same toothed rack.

After one complete temperature cycle the system has moved (like a crawling caterpillar) one distinct step along the rack, and this procedure can be repeated as often as desired.

This apparatus can be used as an implantable device for all kinds of Ilizarov distraction techniques, where corrections have to be made with a predictable shape change at distinct moments, with high forces and within a very small area. Activation can be achieved by direct resistance heating of the memory metal wire.

Other possible applications of this device include:

- lengthening of a growing prosthesis.
- correction operations in e.g. the maxillofacial field.
- distraction of long bones to overcome bone length differences.
- distraction of soft tissues like tendons.
- industrial applications.

The prototype that has been shown in fig. 1 works with a 40 mm long NiTi-tension wire with a diameter of 1.1 mm, working in a cylindrical housing of 7 mm outer diameter and a length of 57 mm.

Per temperature cycle this motor makes a longitudinal step of 0.8 mm against a load of maximal 400 N.

Figure 1a: Distraction device, showing the interior parts (above) assembled in an open model (middle) and in the 7 mm diameter housing (lower).

Figure 1b: Construction of the distraction device. (Detail).

3. STEERABLE INSTRUMENTS USING SUPERELASTICITY

A wide range of steerable catheters, guidewires and other medical instruments has been developed recently by several companies [1,2,3] and some of them are using superelasticity in a very effective way.

Like the Homer Mammalok [1] needle, the curved tip of a superelastic wire or tube is pushed out of a straight delivery tube over an adjustable length. This causes a predictable deviation of the tip from the central axis of the instrument. Rotation around this axis in combination with relative axial displacement gives a good steerability. The next generation of instruments according to this principle uses a superelastic capillary tube [4] with curved tip, holding optical fibers and a lens at the distal end. In this way a miniature steerable
endoscope or laser cutter can be made with a diameter of less than 1 mm.

The same principle can be used for steerable knives, chisels, suction tubes and grippers for minimal invasive surgery. These tools are either made of superelastic material with a curved shape, or mounted on top of a curved superelastic shaft. See fig. 2, showing the knife in the delivery tube (left) and pushed out (right).

For these instruments the use of superelastic NiTiNb instead of conventional superelastic NiTi brings the advantage of a higher E-modulus (65 as compared to 40-50 GPa at body temperature) and a higher loading plateau stress (900-1000 MPa as compared to 400-500 MPa at body temperature)[5].

![Figure 2: Steerable knife, using superelasticity. Either knife 76 or rod 80 has been programmed into a curved shape.](image)

![Figure 3: Superelastic torque wrench, indicating the optimum torque between 30 and 35 Ncm.](image)

4. SUPERELASTIC TORQUE WRENCH

When small parts like a dental abutment have to be mounted securely on a dental root implant with a fine thread, it is very important to apply a correct torque. If the torque is too low the connection is not stable enough and if it is too high the thread can be damaged or the connection between the surrounding bone structure and root implant loosens its stability.

To overcome these problems a very compact and reliable superelastic torque wrench was developed. A part of the stem is made of a superelastic wire made of CuZnAl-single crystal with a well defined loading plateau stress.

The abutment is screwed onto the root implant by hand until it is almost tight and then the torque wrench is put into a side hole to apply the desired final moment. The dentist can raise the torque until he feels and sees the onset of severe bending of the superelastic wire, indicating that the critical torque has been reached. (See fig. 3)

This tool has originally been developed for use in the dental area, but the same principle can be implemented into industry as well.
5. ASSEMBLY OF MODULAR DEVICES

The use of modular medical or dental devices, instruments and implants brings several advantages like easier sterilization, more flexibility, customization, adjustability etc.

For example the use of a universal handpiece in combination with a set of tools connected thereto can strongly reduce cost. Memory metal elements can be used for locking distinct parts of the modular device together in any desired configuration to get a stable, yet adjustable assembly. This can be achieved in several ways:

5.1 SLIDING STOP

In several medical techniques the use of an adjustable stop on a long cylindrical pin brings advantages. In face bows, lip bumpers and Herbst appliances for orthodontic treatment these stops are used to adjust the displacement of the teeth or molars.

Conventional stops are clamped with side screws or crimped, the latter being definitive and not readjustable.

With a memory metal ring, eventually combined with a biasing sleeve it is possible to slide the stop over the pin after cooling. The same principle can also be used to put a drill stop on a Kirschner nail, used for fixation of bone parts. The stop can also work as the head of a nail with adjustable length, where the excessive part of the nail can be cut off. (See fig. 4)

5.2 LOCKABLE BALL JOINT

In dental implants the need for adjustability of the position of the teeth is obvious. Dyna [6] developed a system with a root implant that is inserted into the bone and after healing, an abutment is screwed on top of this implant. The lower part of the abutment is a spherical cup and the upper part is a memory metal stem with a slotted ball that fits in the cup. The memory metal ball has been programmed to a diameter that is about 3% larger than the inner diameter of the cup. After insertion at low temperature the combination ball-cup warms up to normal temperatures and the memory metal ball is locking itself, holding the stem in the desired position.

Finally the dentist puts a crown over the stem. Readjustment can be achieved by cooling and the recovery force completely disappears. (See fig. 5)
5.3 CYLINDRICAL LOCKING RINGS

Cylindrical locking rings [7] are used to lock telescopically engaging parts of orthodontic face-bows, orthopaedic external and internal fixators, adjustable instruments and all kinds of adjustable clamps for spinal fixations. (See fig. 6 and 7).

The hysteresis in the transformation makes it possible that the memory metal is in the adjustable configuration or that the strength of the fixation has the desired value, both at body temperature. In that case the transformation to austenite should lie slightly above body temperature. An alternative is the use of a memory metal with much lower transformation temperature in combination with a coolant.

Cylindrical locking rings in bone plates can be used to clamp the head of bone screws after they have been inserted into bone. This prevents the rotation of the stem of the bone screw, preventing unscrewing during use.

5.4 LOCKING DEVICE FOR CERCLAGE WIRE

In complicated operations like spinal corrections the use of cerclage wires or ligatures is very common.

These wires are tied around bone parts and then twisted together to close the loop. The free ends are cut off but there is always a remaining part that might cause irritation to the soft tissues and sometimes the wires do not hold because they can twist back.

The locking device with a piece of memory metal strip [7] replaces the twisting method. Below the transformation temperature the free end of the cerclage wire can move freely back and forth, but as soon as the memory metal is activated it locks the wire securely in place, preventing any further movement. Figure 8 shows the cerclage wire, the mounting bracket and the locking strip.

The free end can be cut off evenly and a smooth surface is the result.
Figure 8: Locking mechanism for cerclage wire 282. Memory element 294 remembers its straight shape when heated.

The use of memory metal locking elements also brings the advantage that no extra tools are needed to attach the parts together with bolts and nuts. In conventional devices the external forces, applied on these tools, cause reaction forces on the bone and the soft tissues. This is not the case with memory metal elements that only need a defined temperature trigger, and the quality of the connection is not dependant anymore on the craftsmanship of the surgeon. In contrary, it is defined by the tolerances that the manufacturer can control, so the risk of undesired sudden movements can be reduced, provided that the surgeon works with the prescribed temperatures.

CONCLUSION

As a result of their unique thermomechanical characteristics and biocompatibility shape memory alloys offer the medical community the ability to design more efficient and compact medical devices.

The future holds great promise for the application of these alloys.
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